CONVERTING REQUESTS TO QUOTE INTO
PAYING WORK
Few of us will bag every client who asks
us to quote for them. Rejection is to be
expected – we won’t be the best ﬁt for
everyone.
Perhaps the price or the time frame
doesn’t work. Maybe the client has been
in contact with an editor who’s a better
ﬁt in terms of skills and experience.
Still, there are steps we can take to
maximize our chances of turning a
request to quote into paying work.

THINK OF QUOTING AS
TARGETED MARKETING

ACQUIRE RELEVANT
INFORMATION

Every request to quote is a marketing campaign

Before we can reply, we need information – a

with just one recipient.

word count, the type of editing required, the
levels of editing that have already been

We have an advantage once we’ve been asked
to quote – we’re probably competing with ﬁve or

completed, the client’s preferred time frame,
and a sample.

six colleagues, not ﬁve or six thousand.
If that information hasn’t been supplied, asking
Since the odds are so much better, it’s worth
investing time in making the quote the best it

for it is legitimate. A professional editor can’t
quote without it.

can be. A couple of lines that include a price
won’t cut the mustard – unless the client has

There are advantages too: it keeps the

speciﬁed that they want nothing more.

conversation going, demonstrates an
understanding of the editorial business process,
and creates a foundation for trust.

FRAME WITH SOLUTIONS

ACQUIRE RELEVANT

A potential client doesn’t want an essay – we do

Here’s what I included in a recent request to

need to stay on point – but we can still frame

quote in addition to a price (the writer had

our quotations in terms of solutions to

included a sample):

problems.
●

a booklet about the various levels of editing

Solution-focused language demonstrates

●

a booklet about punctuating dialogue

empathy. Being empathized with evokes

●

a booklet about narrative viewpoint

positive emotions. Once they’re in play, the

●

an article about ﬁlter words

conversation’s no longer about price; it’s about a
relationship.
If the client’s looking for the cheapest editor,
yes, this tactic will fall ﬂat. If they’re looking for a
good ﬁt, it will give us an edge.
Linking to or attaching useful resources builds
empathy and trust.

OTHER INFORMATION
Each of those resources complemented a short
paragraph outlining problems I’d identiﬁed in
the sample, and would ﬁx if I were to secure the
project:

initial investment in the form of an increased
likelihood of securing the job.

A CLIENT WHO TRUSTS
The writer thanked me profusely ‘for such a
thoughtful reply’. I got the gig. And they agreed

●

Viewpoint drops

to wait 12 months and paid the deposit

●

Telling rather than showing: too much

promptly.

exposition of doing been done that
●

reduced immediacy

I can’t prove that those resources nailed it for

Punctuation and standard paragraph

me, but those words – ‘such a thoughtful reply’ –

layout problems

tell me the client reacted emotionally to the
empathy I’d shown.

And the great thing is, I can use these resources
over and over. Yes, it took time to create them

Creating that kind of content is time-consuming

but they’re evergreen. Every author I send them

but the job need be done only once. After that,

to gets value from them. But every time I send

the resource can be used in myriad ways:

them, there’s value for me too: a return on my

marketing, quoting, linking to in reports.

WHEN THE QUOTE’S REJECTED
If we don’t get the gig, should we ask why? I
don’t think so. It annoys me when I decline a
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service or product and am asked to give reasons

●

Online courses

for my decision. It’s my business, end of story.

●

Books

Receiving feedback is useful for editors, of

●

Free resources

course, but we’re asking people who have

●

Private Facebook group

chosen another editor to spend their valuable

●

Blog: The Parlour

time engaging with us. Why should they? They

●

The Editing Podcast

have other priorities that don’t involve us and
we need to respect that.
If a quote is rejected, move on and focus on
improving your next quotation.
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